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Challenge #4: OpenURL 
Extensions have very limited space and options for interactivity. For example, they 
can’t even bring up a keyboard! That means you need to keep them lightweight and 
showing at-a-glance information and for anything more, you can direct users to the 
full app. 

Tapping the “View More” button will take users to the app, but what about tapping 
on the text labels? In this short challenge, you’ll provide an alternate route for the 
user so when they tap on the title or date labels in the extension, you’ll open the 
post URL directly and take them to the web page in Safari. 

If that’s not enough for you, that’s just the appetizer! Our Über Haxx0r challenge 
awaits on the last page! 

Getting Started 
There are three steps to get through this challenge: 

1. Make the two labels tappable. 

2. Connect an action so tapping the labels will call a method. 

3. Use openURL to open the web page. 

Let’s get started! 

Adding User Interaction 
Labels don’t usually have user interaction enabled but to make them tappable with 
a gesture recognizer, you’ll need to change this first. 

Open the extension’s MainInterface.storyboard and select the top label with the 
“Post Title Goes Here” filler text. In the Attributes Inspector, select the User 
Interaction Enabled checkbox. 

 

Do the same thing with the “Date” label. 
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Next, find the Tap Gesture Recognizer from the object library and drag one out 
to the storyboard, right on top of the Post Title label. 

 

That will add the gesture recognizer to the scene, and automatically connect it to 
the Post Title label. 

To make the Date label tappable too, you can just re-use the gesture recognizer. 
Control-drag from the Date label to the gesture recognizer. You can find the 
gesture recognizer either in the view controller header, or in the document outline. 

 

Once you control-drag from the Date label to the gesture recognizer, select 
gestureRecognizers from the pop-up. 

Adding an Action 
Now that the labels are tappable, it’s time to wire up an action. With the storyboard 
open, open the assistant editor to show the view controller code. Control-drag from 
the gesture recognizer to a spot inside the TodayViewController class. 
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Create an action, and call the action method postTapped. 

OpenURL 
All that’s left to do is fill in the action method! However, you need to know the URL 
of the currently displayed post. The two labels only show the title and date, so you 
need to store the URL too. 

For the RayWenderlich.com RSS feed, the full URL is stored in the identifier field. 
Open TodayViewController.swift and add a new property to the class: 

var currentPostIdentifier: String? 

This property will store the identifier of the currently displayed post. 

Next, you’ll need to set this property from somewhere. Add the following line to the 
end of updateLabels(): 

currentPostIdentifier = post?.valueForKey("identifier") as? String 

This will set the property as long as there’s a post, and its identifier value is a 
valid string. 

Finally, it’s time to fill in the action method! Add the following code to postTapped: 

if currentPostIdentifier != nil { 
  extensionContext?.openURL( 
    NSURL(string: currentPostIdentifier!)!, 
    completionHandler: nil) 
} 

All you’re doing here is calling openURL on the extension context to launch the web 
site. 
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Build and run your extension and give it a try! Tap on the title or date label and you 
should see Safari open up with the selected post. 

Über Haxx0r Challenge 
If that wasn’t enough for you, why not go all the way down the rabbit hole of URL 
schemes, URL parsing, and split view controllers? 

Why send users off to a web site when your app provides similar functionality? In 
the app, when you tap on a table view cell in the master view controller, the detail 
view controller appears with an embedded web view. 

On iPad and larger screens, both the master and detail views are visible at the 
same time thanks to the split view controller. 

Your challenge: When the user taps on the label in the extension, open up the 
app and drill down to the correct detail view controller as if the user launched the 
app and tapped on that row. 

Hints 
Here are a few hints to help you along the way. 

1. The extension will need to let the app know which post to display. You’ve seen 
the title and timestamp fields that each post has; the identifier field might be a 
useful one to use here to pass to the app. 

2. You can implement application(_:handleOpenURL:) in the app delegate to handle 
an incoming URL. You might need to parse the URL depending on how you passed 
the data from extension to app. 

3. If you pass the identifier from extension to app, you’ll need to look up the full 
record from Core Data. 

4. The master view transitions to the detail view with a segue. You can manually 
trigger this segue to get to the detail view. 

You can find a sample solution in the resources for this video tutorial if you get 
stuck. Good luck! 

 


